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EX156 (Landscape Sensitivity Assessment)
Dear Louise
I would like to submit by comments on the above report and provide a local residents perspective. I
accept that this is a technical document so my observations are from resident who has lived in the
area for some 30 years so what I lack in technical acumen I can make up in local knowledge. The
main concern from this report relates to Nyn Manor Farm (the site Cuf17 – which is a property that
is part of Northaw, as the owner has conceded in various historic and even current planning
applications).
EX156 (Landscape Character Assessment - LCA) – Nyn Manor Farm, known as Cuf 17
The first thing to note before getting into the details is that despite
-

having Grade II listed buildings on the site
being surrounded on one and a half sides by Sites of Special Scientific Interest (Well Wood to
the west and Northaw Great Wood to the north)
being a classic example of the ridge and valley landscape (see details below)
being visually prominent from the whole of Vineyards Road and half of the boundary with
the Ridgeway road as well as visible from the Hertfordshire Way
biodiversity concerns
having been clearly described as a very sensitive site in multiple planning processes over the
last ten years related to agricultural buildings
containing land put forward in the 2019 Call for Sites

the report EX156 does not contain one direct mention of “Nyn Manor Farm” or “Cuf17”. Had the
report rated it “moderate-high” inline with other parts of Area 53, then the lack of specific
discussion / analysis might have been understandable. However, to assign it a “moderate” rating and
provide no specific reasoning as to why these factors (discussed in more detail below) have not been
given greater weight in the LCA is unseemly and I would argue calls into question the soundness of
the analysis and the conclusion on the rating of this site.
Below is additional detail on the areas of concern listed above.
I am concerned here with the methodology (and therefore conclusions too) on Landscape Character
Area 53 that begins on page 189 of the Report.
I wish to disagree with the conclusion that the proposed development site Cuf 17 is rated only
“moderate”. There are multiple factors that I outline below that mean this area should be
reassessed at the very minimum as moderate-high, in line with the areas / fields to the east of
Vineyards Road (and also to the south of the Ridgeway) that have almost identical characteristics. In

fact the land at Cuf 17 has some additional characteristics that seem to have been completely
ignored in the LCA that would merit for the “High” rating to be applied.
Classic example of high ridgeline and bowl valley landscape
https://www.hertsmere.gov.uk/Documents/09-Planning--Building-Control/Planning-Policy/LocalPlan/SADMS-EB01p-LCA-053-Northaw-Common-Parklands.pdf
In the above report on Area 53 of the Welwyn Hatfield Landscape Character Assessment from the
2000s, on page 2 (which is page 94 of the complete report for the borough as a whole) it stipulates
under Physical Influences that “The large ‘bowls’ of land defined by narrow ridgelines, such as at Nyn
Manor Farm”…”slopes are a prominent feature of this area”. It then says under Settlements and
Built Form “Settlement is predominantly confined to the narrow ridgelines of Northaw and ‘The
Ridgeway; at Cuffley”.
I am perplexed as to how an area that was highlighted in the previous assessment as the example (or
the definition) of this ridgeline and bowl character is now thought of as more enclosed and not
meeting the standards for moderate-high rating.
Also on page 191 of the Report there are comments under Landform about how narrow ridges and
valley bowls are High sensitivity and slopes are prominent. Cuf 17 is a classic (according to the last
Landscape Assessment “the classic”) example of this and is dramatically sloped with views of this all
along Vineyards Road and over half of the Ridgeway. It is clearly incorrect and wrong that this area
has not been referenced in the LCA, when this same characteristic has been stressed as a high
sensitivity factor in the Report when referencing lands to the east of Vineyards Road, which have
been rated “moderate-high”.

Planning History – highlighting how sensitive the site is
There have been multiple planning applications over the last ten years or so by the owner of Nyn
Manor Farm for both the replacement of agriculture buildings and the attempted addition of a new
building (for machinery and hay storage) away from the cluster of current buildings. These
applications have been met with consistent rejections by the local planning authority and various
planning inspectors on appeal. The reasons for the plethora of rejections (of what can be described
as replacement agricultural buildings and one single new open sided barn) include the impact on the
openness of the Green Belt and the impact on the setting of the Grade II listed buildings.
For example, the dismissed appeal APP/C1950/W/18/3197991 (dismissing the appeal against the
failed application Ref 6/2017/1524/FULL July 2017) notes in Point 30 that the listed buildings are
visible from Vineyards Road. In point 41 it is concluded that the proposal to replace the Dutch Barn
“would be harmful to the character and appearance of the building and adjacent group of buildings”
(referring to the Grade II listed buildings). The harm to the setting of the listed buildings is then
emphatically referenced in Point 55 as one of the key reasons to dismiss the appeal. If one
replacement agricultural building has this effect, how can this not be mentioned at all in the LCA? It
should be a High Sensitivity factor contributing strongly to the character and potentially argues for a
“High” rating for Cuf17 rather than “moderate-high” of surrounding lands, let along the “moderate”
rating that has been assigned.

Point 48 also discusses biodiversity impacts – something not even mentioned in the LCA. It can be
reasonably argued Cuf 17 has High sensitivity here given the western border of the site is Well Wood
(a SSSI) as is Northaw Great Wood to the north.
It must be stressed that the above is just one set of examples from recent planning history on the
site – there are a good number more that repeat similar points and reinforce multiple times the
significance of the site in terms of the Green Belt as a whole.
Also there are Article 4 Directives that cover the low density houses in ribbon development style
that run part along the Ridgeway to the north of Nyn Manor Farm. These were put in place to
protect the Green Belt area that is Cuf17 / Nyn Manor Farm. This reiterates just how sensitive the
area is from a development standpoint.

Presence of multiple Grade II Listed Buildings – Setting and Views of listed buildings threatened
Grade II listed buildings - The author argues on page 195 that any action should maintain the
relationship between listed buildings clustered in Northaw village and their surrounding rural
landscapes. I would, again, question why the listed buildings at Nyn Manor Farm (Cuf 17) have not
been specifically mentioned and given suitable weight? None of the 3 listed buildings on the site are
even mentioned on page 192 of the Report when discussing Built Character – they surely should not
have been overlooked in this way. Again this questions whether Cuf 17 has been properly analysed
in the Report.
The views of these Listed Buildings would be decimated by the development of housing on Cuf17 –
even the smallest proposal focused on the land adjacent to Vineyards Road where there are very
prominent views of the listed buildings.
Also, the setting of these listed buildings would be decimated by any development at Cuf 17. This is
something that has been stated in several Heritage Reports that have been published during
previous planning applications regarding agricultural buildings at the farm. This clearly demonstrates
how sensitive and precious the site is from a Heritage perspective.
The picture below is taken from Vineyards Road and clearly illustrates that any development on the
site Cuf 17 would almost certainly completely remove the views of the multiple Grade II listed
buildings and irreversible alter their setting in the most significant of ways. Again this point clearly
shows the High sensitivity of this site that has been entirely overlooked in the Report (this picture
also shows how visually prominent the site is from Vineyards Road – Visual Prominence is analysed
in the next section).

The above is reinforced by land being in an Area of Archaeological Significance – see AAS40 in the
link below
http://welhat.devplan.org.uk/document.aspx?appendix=4

Visual Prominence
Visual Prominence – I am very surprised to note there is no reference to Cuf 17 here. Any
development here would be highly visible all along Vineyards Road from the junction of Vineyards
Road / The Ridgeway as you make your way south. Every time you drive along the road the fields in
the sloping valley, the extensive woodlands (Well Wood in particular and Northaw Great Wood –
both of which are Sites of Special Scientific Interest) and the multiple Grade II listed buildings are
very visible. (This view of Cuf 17 is the key factor delivering the sense of openness on the west side
of Vineyards Road between Northaw and the Ridgeway – Cuf 17 proves this open nature of the
Green Belt here). This should be noted in this section and given serious weight in the overall
assessment of the piece of land. It is also highly visible along the Ridgeway including from the
entrance to Northaw Great Woods – a Site of Special Scientific Interest. Also in terms of visual
prominence, the site is visible from the Hertfordshire Way – both in summer time and especially in
winter time when trees have no leaves.
The picture below (from Google Street View) is taken from the entrance to the Northaw Great

Woods looking south into Cuf17. Any development here would be highly visible from this SSSI.
Please note this is taken in August so during winter months the site is even more prominent from
both the Northaw Great Woods and the Ridgeway road. The sense of openness in this specific photo
is understated as it is taken from the road – I wished to use this as it captures the Great Wood sign
so there is no dispute about the location).

The next picture is from Vineyards Road of the southern part of Cuf17. This is the flatter part (the
northern part is a lot more sloped up to the Ridgeway giving it that bowl form). However you can see
how visually prominent the site is from the road. You can also see the lack of footpath (or room for
one) making the concept of walking from this site a fantasy (before even considering it is a half hour
walk to Cuffley – it is 15 minutes’ walk to Northaw but there are no shops or services there, just two
pubs).

Another element of Visual Prominence is how visible the site is when moving from one area of
existing development to another – so the separation that the site creates in the Green Belt. As
mentioned, the site is highly visible along the 0.5 miles of the site on its eastern boundary with
Vineyards Road. The distance between the Ridgeway (acknowledged ribbon development) and
Northaw is 0.75 miles with the only open space being Cuf17 as the remaining 0.25 miles are wooded.
If there is any development here then the sense of openness between the two areas will completely
disappear and the distance between existing (low density, ribbon development) will shrink to only
0.25 miles. This surely makes this site Highly Sensitive to development and some of these
contributing factors surely should fall within the scope of the LCA? Again it is incomprehensible how
this has not been mentioned at all in the LCA.
The final element of Visual Prominence is how prominent this site will be during hours of darkness.
Currently there are a handful of houses (12 I believe in total mostly set back from the road) along the
entire length of Vineyards Road, which itself is unlit. The Ridgeway has low density housing in ribbon
development along half the length of the proposed site, again with no streetlighting. High density
housing with associated lighting on the access roads will dramatically change the visual impact from
artificial light. This will completely change the perception of separation of settlements between
Northaw and Cuffley as well as negatively impact on the surround Woodland Areas.
Biodiversity
Biodiversity is not mentioned in the LCA regarding Cuf17 / Nyn Manor Farm (as mentioned
previously there are no specific mentions of this site). However in terms of Biodiversity it is very
significant that parts of the area in question are rated as “High Spatial Priority” by the Forestry
Commission in terms of the Woodland Priority Habitat Network because the site in question is
bounded on its entire SW side by Well Wood, which is a SSSI) and entirely on the north side by the
Northaw Great Wood (a SSSI). The High Spatial Priority areas are shown on the map below (source –
DEFRA). It is highly unusual that this was not referenced in the analysis and again questions the
soundness the methodology and conclusion of the assessment on this area.

Potentially unsound assessment
It is a clear inconsistency in the process – and I would argue failure of process – that “Nyn Manor
Farm” or “Cuf 17” are not mentioned once in the Report (except on the map designating it
“moderate”). The site is bounded on nearly 2 sides by Sites of Special Scientific Interest (including an
Ancient Woodland) and contains 3 listed buildings (Grade II). The properties on the Ridgeway that
bound part of the North of the site are all subject to Article 4 Directives. Yet Nyn Manor Farm –
which is put forward as a proposed development site – does not get mentioned by name once? Does
this mean that it has failed to be properly (or at all) assessed in this document? Again, the Report
does not stand up to even modest scrutiny.

Also I struggle to see how the rating for Cuf17 in the Report is consistent with the Green Belt Study
published by the same consultant (LUC) only a few months before. There it notes many of the
characteristics of Cuf17 (also known as P86 in the Green Belt Study) that rightly afford it a “high”
harm rating where it to be removed from the Green Belt. Some of these same characteristics are
also assessed in a Landscape Character Assessment but the Report fails to refer to any of them for
Cuf17 – it is confusing and inconsistent as to why they are missed. Were they to be referenced
correctly then a Moderate-High rating would almost certainly be justified for Cuf 17 and I would
argue that a High harm rating would be a reasonable conclusion when all the factors are properly
collated and considered.
Thank you for taking the time to read these concerns and include them in your analysis of this
process and the sites in question. I trust and hope my above submissions are helpful. I would be
more than happy to discuss any of the above in person or on the telephone.

Yours sincerely

Barry Knichel

